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Oregon’s New Data Breach Law Now in Effect - New Oregon DOJ Website 
Provides Search of Reported Breaches 
 
For the first time, the Oregon Attorney General must now be notified when there has been a 
consumer data breach involving more than 250 Oregonians. The new law, which went into effect 
January 1, 2016, requires businesses and government agencies to notify the Oregon Attorney 
General’s office when the personal data of at least 250 Oregonians has been compromised. 
 
“The sheer amount of data that is collected and stored every day can be a treasure trove to the 
wrong person,” said Attorney General Ellen Rosenblum. “This law sees to it that when sensitive 
health or financial information is breached, the Attorney General and consumers are notified and 
can search our website to determine whether a business or agency has properly reported a data 
breach. A big thank you to the 2015 Oregon Legislature for passing this important consumer 
law.” 
 
The new law defines protected data to include any medical, health insurance or biometric 
information as well as Social Security Number, government identification numbers, or certain 
financial information. 
 
Oregonians can search the names of companies or organizations that have reported data breaches 
here. 
 
Under the new law, a company or state agency must notify the Oregon Department of Justice in a 
reasonable time if the personal information of 250 or more Oregonians has been breached. 
Breached entities can report a breach here. 
 
Contact: 
 
Kristina Edmunson, Department of Justice, Kristina.Edmunson@doj.state.or.us, 503-378-6002 
 
Utah Attorney General’s Office to Host Human Trafficking 
Survivor & Healthcare Provider Focus Groups 
 
Attorney General’s Office Coordinates Research Effort with Human Trafficking Expert 
Dr. Laura Lederer That Will Add Utah Statistics to National Research Study & Training 
  
SALT LAKE CITY Jan. 11, 2016 – Victims of human trafficking often go unnoticed and the 
crime unreported, despite interactions with various types of healthcare providers. In an effort to 
build awareness of human trafficking among prosecutors, investigators, and Utah’s health care 
community, the Utah Attorney General’s Human Trafficking Task Force will host two focus 
groups involving healthcare providers and human trafficking survivors on January 27, 2016. The 
Utah focus group session results will add Utah statistics to a national study underway that will 
support policy and program recommendations for healthcare providers to enhance their roles as 
identifiers of trafficking victims. 
 
The Health Consequences of Human Trafficking and their Implications for Health Care 
Providers is a national study undertaken by Global Centurion Foundation President Laura 
Lederer, J.D., a subject matter expert on human trafficking for several U.S. government agencies. 
The study interviewed 107 sex trafficking survivors in 11 cities across the U.S. and found 99.1 



percent had physical health problems and 98 percent had mental health problems.  The study also 
found that 87.8 percent had contact with a health care provider while they were trafficked. 
 
Additionally, Attorney General Sean Reyes, the Office of the Utah Attorney General’s Human 
Trafficking Task Force and the National Association of Attorneys General (NAAG) plan to host 
a tuition-free, one and one-half day training for prosecutors and investigators on human 
trafficking. This training will take place on January 28 and 29 in Salt Lake City. 
 
“This study humanizes victim suffering and provides common physical and mental health 
symptoms and other warning signs that can assist medical professionals in recognizing possible 
trafficking victims,” explained Attorney General Sean Reyes. “It also provides recommendations 
for new policy and programs, including training for health care providers, and suggestions for 
referral and reporting to help these victims of modern day slavery obtain broader criminal justice 
assistance.” 
 
According to Lederer, “The hope is that this national study and the training that will come from 
it will enable prevention and improve interaction between healthcare providers and law 
enforcement to bring more perpetrators of this heinous crime to justice.” 
 
Kathy Franchek, assistant professor of Pediatrics at the University of Utah School of Medicine, 
and Laura Lederer will lead the two focus groups scheduled to take place on January 27 at Salt 
Lake County Government Center located at 2001 South State Street in Salt Lake City. 
 
EPA's own scientists disagree with its ruling that fracking is safe 
 
EPA Science Advisory Board says conclusion requires clarification 
 
By Jennifer A. Dlouhy 
Bloomberg News 
 
A landmark study by the Environmental Protection Agency that concluded fracking causes no 
widespread harm to drinking water is coming under fire, this time, from the agency's own 
science advisers. 
 
The EPA's preliminary findings released in June were seen as a vindication of the method used 
to unlock oil and gas from dense underground rock. A repudiation of the results could reignite 
the debate over the need for more regulation. 
 
Members of the EPA Science Advisory Board, which reviews major studies by the agency, says 
the main conclusion — that there's no evidence fracking has led to "widespread, systemic 
impacts on drinking water" — requires clarification, David Dzombak, a Carnegie Mellon 
University environmental engineering professor leading the review, said in an e-mail. 
 
The panel that Dzombak leads will release its initial recommendations this month. 
 
"Major findings are ambiguous or are inconsistent with the observations/data presented in the 
body of the report," the 31 scientists on the panel said in December, in a response to the study. 
 
The scientific panel's recommendations aren't binding, and the EPA is not required to change its 
findings to accommodate them. But they already are raising questions about the most 
comprehensive assessment yet of a practice that has driven a domestic oil and gas boom but 
spawned complaints about water contamination. 



 
An EPA spokeswoman said the agency will use comments from the scientists and the public to 
"evaluate" possible changes to the report. 
 
A significant change could be a big blow to an industry that is celebrating major policy wins, 
including the end of trade restrictions that for four decades blocked the export of most raw, 
unprocessed U.S. crude. 
 
Fracking, also known as hydraulic fracturing, involves pumping water, sand and chemicals 
underground to free oil and gas trapped inside dense rock formations. 
 
For the study, mandated by Congress, the EPA analyzed more than 950 sources of information, 
including previously published papers, state reports and the agency's own scientific research, but 
found no clear evidence that the fracking process could cause chemicals to flow through 
underground fissures and contaminate drinking water. 
 
When the agency took a broader look at the entire water cycle around fracking, from getting 
water supplies to disposing of fluid waste, it documented instances where failed wells and above-
ground spills might have affected drinking water resources. 
 
Robust peer review by the EPA's Science Advisory Board, established by Congress in 1978, is 
designed to ensure the integrity of scientific reports, agency spokeswoman Melissa Harrison said 
in an e-mail. 
 
She said the agency will use the comments from the advisory panel, as well as those submitted 
by the public, "to evaluate how to augment and revise the draft assessment." 
 
"The final assessment will also reflect relevant literature published since the release of the draft 
assessment," she said. 
 
Environmentalists want the final document to include more information about alleged 
contamination near drilling sites in Dimock, Pa.; Parker County, Texas; and Pavillion, Wyo. 
Those episodes "show how out of step the conclusion is with the body of the report," Clean 
Water Action oil and gas campaigner John Noel said. 
 
Wyoming's Department of Environmental Quality said in a report last month that there is a 
"negligible" likelihood that fracking was to blame for any water contamination in Pavillion. 
 
Sen. James Inhofe, R-Okla., said Wyoming's report supports the EPA's broad conclusions. 
 
The review panel could ask the EPA to rescind its top-line finding altogether or clarify it. 
 
Several science advisers reviewing the fracking report said the evidence doesn't support the EPA 
conclusion about water safety. 
 
Spill data alone "give sufficient pause to reconsider the statement" that there's no evidence of 
systemic, widespread damage, said panelist Bruce Honeyman, professor emeritus at the Colorado 
School of Mines. 
 
 
 



Campbell Labels Will Disclose G.M.O. Ingredients 
By STEPHANIE STROM 
 
Breaking from its industry rivals, Campbell Soup will become the first major food company to 
begin disclosing the presence of genetically engineered ingredients like corn, soy and sugar beets 
in its products. 
 
The company, the maker of brands like Pepperidge Farm, Prego, Plum Organics and V8 in 
addition to its namesake soups, is taking the unusual step — and possibly risking sales by 
alienating consumers averse to genetically modified organisms — as big food corporations face 
increasing pressure to be more open about their use of such ingredients. 
 
Food companies have begun printing labels to comply with a new labeling law in Vermont, 
which has become a battleground over labeling that other states have been watching closely. 
Beginning in July, Vermont will require disclosure of genetically engineered ingredients, a 
measure opposed by most major food companies, which are seeking to supersede any state’s 
legislation with a voluntary federal solution. 
 
Campbell is also breaking with its peers by calling for federal action to make mandatory a 
uniform labeling system of foods that contain such ingredients, commonly known as G. M.O. 
labeling, said Denise Morrison, chief executive of Campbell. 
 
Campbell is calling for mandatory labeling of products that use ingredients from G.M.O. crops.  
 
“We’re optimistic that a federal solution can be reached in a reasonable amount of time, but if 
that’s not the case, we’re preparing to label all our products across the portfolio,” Ms. Morrison 
said in an interview. 
 
She said about three-quarters of the company’s products contained ingredients derived from 
corn, canola, soybeans or sugar beets, the four largest genetically engineered crops. The change 
in labeling is expected to take 12 to 18 months. 
 
The first example provided by the company, for a SpaghettiO’s label prepared for Vermont, is 
sparsely worded and does not specify which individual ingredients are genetically altered. It 
simply states at the bottom of the label: “Partially produced with genetic engineering. For more 
information about G.M.O. ingredients, visit WhatsinMyFood.com.” 
 
Other companies have reformulated a handful of products to replace such ingredients. General 
Mills now produces non-G.M.O. Cheerios, and others have put labels on some products 
verifying that they contain no genetically engineered components, like Tropicana juices. 
 
But none have gone as far as Campbell, whose move is reminiscent of that by Whole Foods 
Markets, which almost three years ago created an uproar when it announced that, as of 2018, it 
would require all products sold in its stores to have labels disclosing the presence of ingredients 
from genetically altered crops. 
 
More mainstream grocers like Kroger and Safeway have moved to highlight their selection of 
organic products, which by law cannot contain any genetically modified ingredients, and have 
quietly urged big food manufacturers not to oppose demands for G.M.O. labeling. 
 
The number of products verified by the Non-GMO Project, a nonprofit group that certifies foods 
that are free of ingredients from genetically engineered sources, is now in the tens of thousands. 



 
But many companies have long argued that a patchwork of state laws with different requirements 
for G.M.O. labeling will be cumbersome and expensive, and the quirks in the Vermont law are 
making their case. 
 
Ms. Morrison noted, for example, that in Vermont, the cans of SpaghettiOs will have to be 
wrapped in one label stating that the product contains ingredients from genetically engineered 
sources because they fall under the jurisdiction of the Food and Drug Administration. But 
Campbell does not have to disclose that SpaghettiOs with Meatballs contains such ingredients 
because that product is governed by the Department of Agriculture — and the Vermont law 
applies only to products overseen by the F.D.A. 
 
“A state-by-state patchwork of laws could be incredibly costly not only for our company but for 
the entire industry,” Ms. Morrison said. “That’s why we want the federal government to come up 
with a national standard that is mandatory.” 
 
Campbell will seek advice from the Department of Agriculture and the F.D.A. about what 
language it might use on its packaging. In an interview with The Des Moines Register in 
December, Tom Vilsack, the agriculture secretary, said he planned to hold a meeting with food 
companies and others in the hope of reaching a compromise before the Vermont law goes into 
effect. 
 
“I’m going to challenge them to get this thing fixed,” Mr. Vilsack told The Register, adding that 
he was worried about “chaos in the market” if other states follow suit. “That will cost the 
industry a substantial amount of money, hundreds of millions of dollars, if not more, and it will 
ultimately end up costing the consumer,” he said. 
 
A spokeswoman for the Agriculture Department said no date had been set for the meeting, nor 
had any decisions been made about who would attend. 
 
Ms. Morrison said that complying with Vermont’s law was expensive but that establishment of a 
national mandatory labeling standard to take effect over a period of time would allow companies 
to work the changes into their business operations with little cost. She noted that adoption of the 
1990 Nutrition Labeling and Education Act, which required companies to add nutritional 
information to their labels, did not significantly raise costs. 
 
Ms. Morrison said she could not speculate on how the move to label all of Campbell’s products 
might affect the company’s sales. In 2011, food manufacturers themselves introduced a program 
called Facts Up Front to make information about the amount of sugar, salt, fat and calories in 
their products even more obvious by putting it out front in an easy-to-read format, which had no 
notable impact on sales. 
 
Last year, Campbell created the website that offers information about the ingredients in its 
products and how they are used, including those items that come from genetically engineered 
crops. 
 
It discloses, for instance, that among the ingredients in Campbell’s Cream of Mushroom soup, 
the vegetable oil, monosodium glutamate and modified food starch may come from genetically 
engineered sources. The website has had no apparent impact on sales, according to a company 
spokeswoman. 
 



“We’ve always believed consumers have a right to know what’s in their food,” Ms. Morrison 
said. “We know that 92 percent of Americans support G.M.O. labeling, and transparency is a 
critical part of our purpose.” 
 
Phil Lempert, a food industry expert and founder of Supermarketguru.com, said it could be risky 
for a company to disclose genetically altered ingredients. “I think it would get a lot of credit for 
transparency and that its stock would get a pop, if it were publicly traded,” Mr. Lempert said. 
“But I think a consumer could be confused by it and put the product back on the shelf and grab 
something else.” 
 
Mr. Lempert and other marketing experts recommended that the company use clear language to 
inform its consumers. 
 
“We’re in uncharted territory here,” said Carl Jorgensen, director of global consumer strategy 
and wellness at Daymon Worldwide, a consulting firm. While studies have shown that 
consumers favor such labeling, he said he did not know of data collected on the impact of labels 
on sales. 
 
Campbell joined other major food companies in fighting efforts to impose mandatory labeling in 
California and Washington State, spending more than $1 million, according to the Environmental 
Working Group. It is also a member of the Grocery Manufacturers Association, a trade group 
that has spent millions trying to get a bill passed in Congress that would make labeling voluntary 
and pre-empt state labeling efforts. 
 
“We will withdraw from any coalition that doesn’t support mandatory labeling,” Ms. Morrison 
said. “We were involved in fighting the state ballots in California and Washington out of concern 
over a state-by-state patchwork, yet we didn’t participate in the fights in any other state beyond 
those. Any money we did spend after that was in support of seeking a federal solution.” 
 
State committee approves bill to regulate daily fantasy sites 
 
Despite ongoing uncertainty nationwide and unanswered legal questions at the state level, 
California became the first state to pass a bill regulating daily fantasy sports through a 
committee hearing on Wednesday, handing the industry an important, preliminary victory in its 
fight to stay afloat in the crucial state. 
 
The California Committee on Governmental Organization passed committee chairman Adam 
Gray’s bill (AB 1437) with a landslide vote, as 17 committee members voted in favor and only 
one – noted opponent of daily fantasy, Assemblyman Marc Levine (D-San Rafael) – voted 
against. The bill will now go to the appropriations committee for review. 
 
In his opening statement to the committee Wednesday, Gray (D-Merced) said his bill would 
provide California with “a first-in-the-nation framework” for daily fantasy, putting in place 
regulatory measures to protect consumers from the billion-dollar industry in a state with more 
than 400,000 active users. 
 
State Assemblyman Gray, who introduced the bill in September, added amendments to address 
problem gambling, fairness of DFS contests, segregation of DFS player funds and truth in DFS 
advertising, based upon the committee’s informational hearing last month. 
 



Whether that framework is thorough enough in the bill’s current form remains uncertain. 
Several of the committee’s members said there was significant work to be done on the bill, but 
still opted to pass it through committee. 
 
Most still treaded lightly with their “yes” vote. Assemblyman Scott Wilk (R-Santa Clarita) said 
he rarely supports bills that are “not fully cooked,” but voted yes. Another assemblyman, Frank 
Bigelow (R-O’Neals), questioned whether the bill violated the federal Wire Act and said it 
needed to be “refined,” before ultimately voting in its favor. Even Vice Chairman Eric Linder 
(R-Corona) suggested that the committee be “cautious” about the uncertain legal status of DFS 
in the state, and then also offered his support. 
 
“Do we have a fair system here for participants?” Assemblyman Ken Cooley (D-Rancho 
Cordova) asked. “I think that’s the groundbreaking work that California could indeed do. I think 
a moving bill sort of prompts that. … I don’t feel I yet know the sufficient facts, but we’re left 
with this is a marketplace that’s unfolding and people are at risk.” 
 
That ongoing risk to consumers was an impetus for speeding the bill through the legislative 
process, as it became the first bill heard by the committee this year. But consumer risk also was 
a matter of contention for Levine’s dissent and other interests in the industry who did not expect 
the bill to move on with so many clear uncertainties in play. 
 
“I don’t believe, with the lack of substantive testimony from stakeholders in support or against 
the bill, that we grappled with the issue as much as we should have,” Levine said. 
 
Levine stuck to his stance Wednesday that California Attorney General Kamala Harris should 
intervene and force daily fantasy operators to cease and desist in the state. During the hearing, 
he repeatedly suggested that the industry was “clearly illegal gambling” and would thus require 
a constitutional amendment for the legislature to rule on a bill. 
 
“There’s no doubt about it,” Levine said. “Let’s not fool ourselves. An entry fee is a wager. 
Cash prizes are gambling winnings. DFS companies are bookies. Playing these games is sports 
betting.” 
 
In his dissent, he referred the committee to a press release from Gray’s office in October, which 
used the words “gambling,” “wager,” “betting” and “gaming” multiple times in discussing the 
current bill. 
 
But Levine’s opposition fell on mostly deaf ears. 
 
“Whether ultimately it’s illegal or legal, I think that’s for others to decide,” Wilk said. “I think 
it’s for us to do what we can do to protect our constituents.” 
 
Namely, the responsibility of determining legality falls on Harris. Her office is believed to be 
investigating the matter; though, it won’t comment on potential investigations. The specter of 
her involvement continues to linger over the industry, and if a ruling is reached, it could have an 
adverse effect on its future in California, changing the course of any legislative action. 
 
For now, however, the biggest issue facing daily fantasy’s path through the legislature will be 
the litany of other gaming interests in the state, specifically those with ties to tribal gaming – the 
likes of which weren’t thrilled with Wednesday’s action. 
 



On Tuesday, California Nations Indian Gaming Association (CNIGA) chairman Steve Stallings 
issued a news release asking Gray to hear the committee’s Internet poker bill before it debated 
on daily fantasy. Shortly after, that bill was removed from the agenda in favor of only 
addressing AB 1437. The agenda decision clearly irked those with poker interests in the state, 
who have waited several years as poker legislation stalled. 
 
In an interview prior to the hearing, Stallings said that he didn’t believe the DFS bill would 
have the necessary support to move through committee. Asked what CNIGA might do, if the 
bill did pass, Stallings suggested that tribal gaming interests would “absolutely” take action. 
 
“This hasn’t had the kind of scrutiny from industry experts, law enforcement, or the justice 
department that Internet poker has had,” Stallings said. “The state of the legislation is the result 
of all of that input and information gathering. That hasn’t happened here. There are just too 
many unanswered questions.” 
 
As a two-year bill, there isn’t much time remaining to provide those answers. AB 1437, which 
originated rather coincidentally last year as a bill to address gambling addiction, must be passed 
on the assembly floor by Jan. 28, or else it’s voided. If that happens, Gray would need to 
introduce another daily fantasy bill before Feb. 19 to be heard during this legislative cycle. 
 
Still, after Wednesday’s hearing, California’s position as the first – and only – state with any 
substantive legislative movement toward regulating daily fantasy sports was a notable one. 
 
How far it will move past that point, though, remains one of those many unanswered questions. 
 
Daily fantasy sports sites allowed to operate during appeal 
 
A Manhattan appeals court ruled Monday that the daily fantasy sports sites FanDuel and 
DraftKings can operate in New York state pending a legal challenge by Attorney General Eric 
Schneiderman who said they promote unlawful gambling. 
 
Joshua Schiller, an attorney for DraftKings, said his client and competitor FanDuel will remain 
open for business until a full decision from Manhattan’s Appellate Division, likely next fall. 
 
FanDuel shut down last year after Schneiderman sent a cease-and-desist letter to the companies. 
DraftKings remained open with the permission of the Appellate Division. 
 
A spokesman for the AG did not immediately comment. 
 
The Massachusetts-based Draftkings and New York-headquartered FanDuel argue that their 
games are based on skill and therefore legal. 
 
Randy Mastro, another attorney for DraftKings, hailed the ruling that stays a lower court’s 
decision to ban the sites until a full trial on the merits of the case. 
 
“We are very gratified by the court’s ruling today continuing the stay for the duration of this 
appeal so that hundreds of thousands of New Yorkers who love daily fantasy sports can 
continue to enjoy these contests,” said Mastro. 
 
 



Attorney General Reaches Settlement with Makers of 5-hour Energy 
Products 
 
(Boise) – Attorney General Lawrence Wasden has reached a settlement with the companies that 
manufacture and market 5-hour Energy products. 
 
The settlement, approved by District Judge Richard Greenwood this week, resolves a lawsuit 
filed by Wasden alleging Living Essentials, LLC, and Innovation Ventures, LLC, 
misrepresented their energy shot products, including whether consumers experience a “crash” 
after consumption and claims the products are recommended by doctors. Living Essentials and 
Innovation Ventures deny any violations of Idaho law. 
 
Under terms of the agreement, the companies will not represent that 5-hour Energy products 
have sponsorships, benefits or ingredients they don’t have. 
 
“Ensuring companies make accurate statements about their products is important to consumers 
and the marketplace,” Attorney General Wasden said. “I’m pleased that we were able to reach a 
resolution of this case.” 
 
Wasden filed a lawsuit in 4th District Court in May asserting violations of Idaho’s Consumer 
Protection Act and Consumer Protection Rules. Specifically, Wasden alleged the companies 
engaged in false, deceptive or misleading practices in advertising and promoting their products. 
 
According to the settlement, the companies, for products to be sold in Idaho, will: 
 
Ensure that any new marketing materials for 5-hour Energy products that use the word “crash” 
shall use the words “no sugar crash” instead; 
 
Provide on labels warnings for women who are pregnant or nursing, and that their products are 
not recommended for children; 
 
In any advertising campaign, only use survey data if it was created, conducted and evaluated in 
an objective manner by qualified people who used methods generally accepted in the profession 
to produce accurate and reliable results; 
 
Continue to list the amount of caffeine in products and disclose that amount as a separately 
listed ingredient; and 
 
Not use testimonials or endorsements that do not comply with Federal Trade Commission rules. 
The settlement also addresses how the companies market their products to minors, Wasden said. 
For the next 3.5 years, the companies will not use or hire persons under the age of 18 to 
promote products or appear in ads. The agreement prohibits the use of the name, logo or mascot 
of any elementary, middle or high school in promotional materials related to products. 
 
The settlement also bars the companies from promoting products at school events and using 
child oriented animated characters to market energy products. 
 
The companies will pay $9,000 to the Attorney General for fees and costs of the investigation 
and litigation. 
 
 



AG Brnovich Protects Gun Owners from Fraudulent Retailer 
 
PHOENIX - While President Obama opines that it is too easy for people to buy guns, that was 
certainly not the case at Black Weapons Armory in Tucson.  Attorney General Mark Brnovich 
announced today his office filed a Consumer Fraud Lawsuit against the Arizona firearms 
retailer accused of scamming gun owners out of thousands of dollars. The complaint alleges 
Black Weapons Armory and its owner John Thomas Rompel Jr. took payments for firearms and 
failed to deliver those firearms to consumers. 
 
“Arizonans have a right to bear arms, but this gun store collected money and left its customer’s 
arms bare,” said Attorney General Brnovich.  “Consumers trusted this business to deliver the 
goods and services they purchased. Our intent in filing this lawsuit is to help these consumers 
get their hard-earned money back.” 
 
In January 2015, the Attorney General’s Office began to receive complaints from consumers 
after Black Weapons Armory in Tucson shut down. Fifteen consumers filed complaints with the 
Attorney General's Office alleging they paid Black Weapons for firearms that were never 
ordered or received. The Arizona Attorney General’s Office filed a lawsuit alleging Black 
Weapons violated the Arizona Consumer Fraud Act. According to the lawsuit, Black Weapons 
took more than $14,000 from customers, failed to place an order for weapons customers paid 
for, and falsely told customers the delay in receiving firearms was due to a manufacturing delay.  
 
This case is being handled by Assistant Attorney General Jeremy Shorbe. 
 
If you believe you have been a victim of consumer fraud, please contact the Attorney General’s 
Office in Tucson at (520) 628-6504, in Phoenix at (602) 542-5763, or outside the Phoenix and 
Tucson metro areas at 1 (800) 352-8431.  Consumers can also file complaints online by visiting 
the Arizona Attorney General’s website. 
 
For additional information, members of the media may contact Ryan Anderson, Director of 
Communications at (602) 339-6208 or Ryan.Anderson@azag.gov. 
 
Pill Mill Doctor Sentenced to 30 Years in Prison 
 
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.—Attorney General Pam Bondi’s Office of Statewide Prosecution 
announced a 30 year prison sentence, followed consecutively by 30 years of probation, against 
Dr. Jacinta Irene Gillis, a pill mill clinic operator. In 2011, the collaborative efforts of Attorney 
General Bondi’s Office of Statewide Prosecution, the Florida Department of Law Enforcement, 
the Lee County Sheriff’s Office and the Pinellas County Sheriff’s Office led to Gillis’ arrest and 
the closure of her clinics.  
 
Gillis, 41, of Fort Myers, operated two pill mill clinics, one in Pinellas County and one in Lee 
County, where she saw between 50 and 70 patients a day. In a two-year period, Gillis issued 
more than 33,000 prescriptions and more than 2.6 million pills of oxycodone, profiting more 
than $1.3 million. Gillis, in turn, used the money to fund her lifestyle including purchasing a 
house and multiple cars, as well as hosting lavish parties.  
 
The Honorable Thane Covert, Circuit Judge of the Sixth Judicial Circuit, sentenced Gillis on one 
count of racketeering, two counts of money laundering, one count of conspiracy to traffic in a 
controlled substance and more than $500,000 in fines. Attorney General Bondi’s Office of 
Statewide Prosecution prosecuted this case.  



 
The Office of Statewide Prosecution prosecutes multi-circuit organized crime while working 
regularly with federal and state counterparts to coordinate efforts against criminal activity. The 
office provides proactive partnership to law enforcement and is not limited to geographic or 
judicial boundaries. 
 
TRAVEL CLUB BANNED FROM FACE-TO-FACE MARKETING, AG 
COOPER SAYS 
 
Many Festiva Adventure Club members will get refunds, have contracts cancelled 
Raleigh: A travel club that promised members great savings on trips but failed to deliver is now 
banned from face-to-face sales in the state for three years and must pay refunds, Attorney 
General Roy Cooper said today. 
 
“People who wanted affordable family vacations instead got stuck with a costly travel club 
membership that they could hardly even use, and they deserve better,” Cooper said.   
 
Under a settlement with Cooper’s office, Festiva Development Group of Nevada will pay 
$286,144 for consumer refunds and reform the way it markets travel club memberships in North 
Carolina, including being banned from marketing in person in the state for three years. 
 
Festiva, based in Asheville, sold and marketed memberships for Festiva Adventure Clubs at 
resorts in locations such as Atlantic Beach, Banner Elk, and Charleston. According to consumers 
who complained to Cooper’s Consumer Protection Division, the company used aggressive 
marketing tactics, promising them a free hotel stay, free laptop or free dinner to attend a 90-
minute sales presentation. 
 
Consumers say instead they got a high-pressure sales pitch that misrepresented the costs and 
benefits of purchasing the travel club membership. While they were told the membership meant 
discounted stays at in-demand resorts, consumers found that rooms were not available to book as 
promised and complained that the reservation system was difficult to use. One consumer tried six 
times to book travel through Festiva and each time was told nothing was available—unless he 
paid an extra fee. 
  
Consumer refunds 
Under a settlement reached last week, several North Carolina consumers who purchased Festiva 
memberships but were unable to book travel when they tried to will be able to get money back. 
The amount of individual refunds will vary depending on how much consumers paid, whether or 
not they were able to use the membership when they tried to, and what problems they 
experienced. Fees to join Festiva ranged from $5,000 to as much as $20,000. Some consumers 
will also be eligible under the settlement to have their contracts with Festiva cancelled, saving 
them ongoing annual fees of around $500-$1,500. 
 
North Carolina consumers who purchased a Festiva Adventure Club membership and had 
problems using it should file a complaint with the Attorney General’s Consumer Protection 
Division online at ncdoj.gov or by calling 1-877-5-NO-SCAM toll free within North Carolina. 
Consumers who file a complaint by February 29, 2016 will be considered for refunds and 
cancellation of contracts. Consumers who have already filed complaints with Cooper’s office 
about Festiva will automatically be considered for refunds and do not need to file again.   
  
Reforms to Festiva marketing 



In addition to money back to consumers, the agreement bars Festiva from face-to-face or in-
person marketing in North Carolina for three years and requires the company to make a number 
of permanent changes to the way it does business in the state. 
  
Under the agreement, Festiva cannot:  
Make false or deceptive statements to consumers about the availability of resorts or the amount 
of money consumers can save by purchasing a travel club membership. 
Misrepresent, directly or indirectly, the cost of its service. 
Trick consumers to get them to attend a sales pitch by misrepresenting the nature of the 
presentation. 
Cannot falsely claim that consumers have won a prize or been specially selected to receive a 
Festiva membership. 
Use fake names or imply that it is a government agency or a trade association.   
  
About travel clubs 
While there are some legitimate travel club memberships, consumers who pay to join a travel 
club frequently complain that it doesn’t meet their expectations. 
  
“Beautiful pictures of exciting vacation destinations can be tempting, but many travel club offers 
don’t live up to the hype,” Cooper said. “Think carefully before you pay for a travel club to be 
sure you’re getting a good deal.” 
  
If you’re considering purchasing a travel club membership: 
Be skeptical of any company operating out of a temporary location like a motel room. 
Beware of high-pressure sales pitches or offers that are good today only. 
Find out how easy the membership is to use, and investigate the places it would allow you to 
stay. 
Determine if it would actually save you money. Consider all fees and costs, and how often you 
would realistically use the travel club. 
 
For more tips on travel clubs and other travel topics, visit ncdoj.gov/travel. 
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